Abstract. We construct a new class of representations of the canonical commutation relations, which generalizes previously known classes. We perturb the in nitesimal generator of the initial Fock representation (i.e. the free quantum eld) by a function of the eld which is square-integrable with respect to the associated Gaussian measure. We characterize which such perturbations lead to representations of the canonical commutation relations. We provide conditions entailing the irreducibility of such representations, show explicitly that our class of representations subsumes previously studied classes, and give necessary and su cient conditions for our representations to be unitarily equivalent, resp. quasi-equivalent, with Fock, coherent or quasifree representations.
I. Introduction
The canonical commutation relations (henceforth the CCR) were initially introduced in 1927 by Dirac as generalizations of Heisenberg's commutation relations in order to discuss radiation theory 10]. Since then, the CCR have proven to be of central importance in the quantum description of bosonic systems. When rigorous mathematical analysis of the CCR in the case of in nitely many degrees of freedom -the case of relevance to quantum statistical mechanics and quantum eld theory -began in the 1950's, it was quickly realized that there are uncountably in nitely many unitarily inequivalent irreducible representations of the CCR 12] , in striking contrast to the unique unitary equivalence class in the case of nitely many degrees of freedom 20] , and that the choice of proper representation is crucial in any physical application. This last point deserves emphasis. It has become clear from rigorous study of concrete models in constructive quantum eld theory that bosonic systems with identical kinematics but physically distinct dynamics require inequivalent representations of the CCR. Roughly speaking, the kinematical aspects determine the choice of CCR-algebra, whereas the dynamics x the choice of the representation of the given CCRalgebra in which to make the relevant, perturbation-free computations. (It is also believed -and proven in a number of indicative special cases -that perturbation series in one representation provide divergent and at best asymptotic approximations to the physically relevant quantities in another representation, when the two representations are unitarily inequivalent.)
Many classes of representations of the CCR have been rigorously studied in the literature -we mention, in particular, the Fock, coherent, quasifree (or symplectic), in nite product, and, more recently, quadratic 26] 22] 29] and polynomial representations 30] . In this paper, we wish to construct and prove certain physically relevant properties of a broad class of representations of the CCR containing all of the above (except possibly the in nite product representations) as special cases.
We suggest heuristically the nature of these representations with the following easily describable examples. Let fq k ; p k g 1 k=1 be a system of densely de ned operators acting on the complex Hilbert space K and satisfying q j ; p k ] = i jk 1I ;
(along with q j ; q k ] = 0 and p j ; p k ] = 0) and for the standard annihilation and creation operators a k 1 p 2 (q k +ip k ) and a y k 1 p 2 (q k ?ip k ) let there be a vector 2 K such that a k = 0 for all k 2 IN. In other words, we consider the Fock representation of a bosonic system with in nitely many degrees of freedom (in the so-called basis-dependent formulation). In this setting, the coherent, resp. quasifree, quadratic or polynomial canonical transformations can be written as (coherent) q k 7 ! q k ; p k 7 ! p k + k 1I ; (quasifree) with all coe cients totally symmetric in the indices. 1 The canonical transformations of general degree we construct in this paper are of the form We emphasize that this generalization opens up a much larger class of representations of the CCR -representations, which di er from the original Fock representation by an extremely singular perturbation. Aside from the mathematical interest in this extension of the representation theory of an important class of C -algebras, there are advantages for the quantum theory of bosonic systems with in nitely many degrees of freedom. As alluded to earlier, such representations allow rigorous treatment of interacting systems with extremely singular \bare" interaction. One may therefore handle systems with new classes of dynamics (for a suggestive treatment of the connection between representation and dynamics, see the discussion in 1]). This will entail that the divergences which typically arise in perturbation theory can be avoided, since the very need for a perturbation expansion from the \wrong" representation is obviated. Furthermore, as brie y shown in the nal section of 22], but which is well-known to theoretical physicists, the Hamilton operator, which represents the total energy of the system, can often be simpli ed and in certain situations even be diagonalized by such canonical transformations. This leads to signi cant computational advantages. We postpone addressing these issues in detail to a later publication.
In Chapter II, the general setting of this work will be more precisely speci ed. The transformations of general degree will be constructed in Chapter III, and those which lead to regular representations of the CCR will be characterized in a number of di erent manners. Convenient su cient conditions assuring the irreducibility of such representations will also be given. It will be shown in Chapter IV that the class of representations constructed in Chapter III subsumes the previously studied classes discussed above. In Chapter V we shall restrict our attention to the computationally more manageable canonical transformations of nite degree and shall prove in that context necessary and su cient conditions for such representations to be quasi-equivalent to Fock, coherent or quasifree representations. For our purposes, the primary interest of these results is in the violation of the stated necessary and su cient conditions -for then one has representations of bosonic systems of in nitely many degrees of freedom which describe new physics. However, in this paper we do not try to study the new physical content of these representations. Moreover, as an aside, the previously known conditions for unitary equivalence of quasifree states follow as a very special case of the results in Chapter V. The signi cantly less transparent conditions for unitary equivalence with the quadratic representations constructed in 22] will not be given here, though they are known. (See the end of Chapter V for a brief discussion.)
As this paper is an extension of 22] and employs a number of the results and arguments from that paper, we shall maintain the same notational conventions, as detailed in the next chapter. Early versions of some of the results presented in this paper appeared in the Diplomarbeit 11].
II. Notation and General Setting
We begin with an arbitrary real nondegenerate symplectic space (H; ) with an associated regular Weyl system (K; W(f)) consisting it is on this domain that the linearity just mentioned can be veri ed. On this domain one also veri es that the generators satisfy the CCR:
We therefore also call the Weyl system (K; W(f)) and its associated generators as above a regular representation of the CCR over (H; ). In the physical literature such in nitesimal generators (f) are called eld operators, and we shall use this language in the following.
We shall denote by A(H; ) the C -algebra on K generated by the operators fW(f) j f 2 Hg. As There are, in fact, many di erent C -algebras one can associate with the CCR (see 14] for a discussion of some of the alternatives), and the one we have chosen is minimal in the sense of set containment 19]; but, for practical purposes the choice is immaterial, since one is generally interested in a von Neumann algebra which is`generated' by the C -algebra, and all the C -algebras discussed in 14] (realized concretely on a given representation space) have the same weak closure. In the following it shall be understood that one choice of has been xed, and we shall write A(H) instead of A(H; ).
For any real linear map J : H 7 ! H satisfying (Jf; Jg) = (f; g), ? (Jf; f) > 0 (f 6 = 0), and J 2 = ?1I, one can introduce a complex structure on H as follows 2 Given such a representation, one can de ne the following`annihilation' and creation' operators:
where J (W(tf)) = e it (f) . One has then a(f) = 0 for all f 2 H.
For the purposes of this paper, we shall assume that a choice of -admissible complex structure J has been made on (H; ) and held xed, so we have the complex one-particle space H and a corresponding Fock representation. Since as sets H = H, we shall distinguish notationally the vector f viewed as an element of the real Hilbert space H from the same vector, denoted asf, viewed as an element of the complex Hilbert space H. If fẽ k g k2IN forms an orthonormal basis in H, then the set fe k ; Je k g k2IN forms a symplectic orthonormal system in H, in particular (e k ; e l ) = (Je k ; Je l ) = 0 ; (e k ; Je l ) = kl ; he k ; e l i = hJe k ; Je l i = kl ; he k ; Je l i = 0 :
In this paper, whenever a choice of symplectic orthonormal basis fe k ; Je k g k2IN has been made, the Hilbert subspace of H generated by fe k g k2IN will be denoted by V .
With the choice of complex structure made as above, the corresponding Fock state ! J : A(H) 7 ! C now satis es ! J (W(f)) = e ?kfk 2 =4 ; and the associated GNS-space may be represented by the symmetric Fock space F + (H). We recall that the Fock space F(H) = L 1 n=0 H n (H 0 = C, H n the n-fold tensor product of H with itself), and that F + (H) is the totally symmetric subspace L 1 n=0 P + H n of F(H), where P + is the projection (2) f (n) (f i 2 H, : permutation on the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng). The projection operator P n : F(H) 7 ! H n projects onto the n-particle subspace. The vector (1; 0; 0; : : :) 2 F + (H) is the Fock vacuum. F 0 is the nite-particle subspace, i.e. the linear span of the ranges of fP n g n2IN . The elements of F 0 will be called nite-particle vectors. As is well-known, the GNS-representation for the Fock state may be identi ed with this Fock space representation.
With a(f) the usual annihilation operator in F + (H) forf 2 H and the adjoint operator a (f) (an extension of) the corresponding creation operator, then the linear self-adjoint operator S (f) 1 p 2 (a(f) + a (f)) (the bar denotes the closure of the operator) is called the Segal eld operator in F + (H). If we also viewf 2 H as an element of H, then we have S (f) = (f), after identifying A(H) with J (A(H)) (since they are isomorphic). F 0 is a core for (f), and for ' 2 F 0 , (f) satis es the bound k (f)'k p 2 p n ' + 1kfkk'k, where n ' equals the smallest n 2 IN such that P N ' = 0 for all N > n. If ff n g 1 n=1 converges in H to f, then for every ' 2 F 0 the sequence f (f n )'g 1 n=1 converges in F + (H) to (f)'.
To make a notational connection to the discussion in Chapter I and in keeping with common harmonic oscillator conventions, if fe k ; Je k g is a symplectic orthonormal basis in H, then the`position operator' and the`momentum operator' corresponding to the k-th degree of freedom are given by q k S (ẽ k ) = (e k ) ; p k S (iẽ k ) = (Je k ) : A crucial technical tool in this paper is the use of Q-space techniques. Let fe k ; Je k g be a symplectic orthonormal basis. Moreover, let x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :) be a point in Q 1 k=1 IR, and be the -algebra generated by the cylinder sets of Q with Lebesgue measurable base. Then = 1 k=1 k , where each k is the Gaussian measure d k = ? 1 2 e ?x 2 k dx k , is a probability measure on (Q; ). A(f (r) ) represents a well-de ned self-adjoint multiplication operator.
III. A General Class of Representations of the CCR
In Section 3.1 we shall use Q-space techniques to construct our general class of representations of the CCR, as motivated above. These techniques were already employed to establish some of the results proven in 22] about quadratic representations of the CCR. Our representations of general degree of the CCR will be de ned in terms of linear maps from the one-particle space H into Q-space itself. We shall give a number of characterizations of those which yield representations of the CCR, i.e. which determine canonical transformations of the eld operators. It will be shown in Section 3.2 that when such are bounded, then the resulting representation is irreducible. We shall also explain how unbounded can lead to reducible representations. 
for any ' 2 G. Since G is a core for the self-adjoint operator (f), the symmetric operator (f) + F1I is essentially self-adjoint on e ?iG G and ( Hence, each 2 L CCR induces a canonical transformation on the quantum elds (f) 7 ! (f), which itself is exponentiable to yield a regular representation of the algebra A(D( )). We now wish to characterize the members of this set L CCR and shall do so in more than one way. Let P n : L 2 (Q; d ) 7 ! L 2 (Q; d ), n 2 IN, be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of n-particle vectors and P : H 7 ! H be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace JV . a(Pf)P n g = a(Pg)P n f ; 
Since f and g are a.e. real-valued, Assume now that (3.1.3) holds for arbitrary f; g 2 D( ) and that h is a.e. real-valued, for each h 2 D( ). The assertion in this direction will be established in part by appealing to another characterization of 2 L CCR appearing in Theorem 3.1.6, which will be presented subsequently. In particular, here it will be shown that there exists an extension 0 of containing V in its domain of de nition and satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1.6. It will then follow from Theorem 3. It follows from Theorem 3.1.5 that each 2 L CCR is of the form = l + q , where l 2 L CCR is linear, that is to say, the associated eld operators l (f), f 2 D( l ), are of the form (g) + c1I, for suitable g 2 H and c 2 IR. In other words, the transformation (f) 7 ! l (f) is one of the inhomogeneous linear canonical transformations studied by Shale 33] and Berezin 4] , among many others. See Chapter IV for a more detailed discussion. It then follows that, with a suitable choice of linear l , the operator q 2 L CCR satis es P 0 q f = 0 = P 1 q f, for any f 2 D( q ). The set of such operators q will be denoted by L q CCR . The superscript q is chosen because the degree of such transformations is quadratic or higher. The structure of the linear elements of L CCR will be discussed in Chapter IV. Here we shall consider the elements of L q CCR . The following result generalizes Prop. In short, the standard form of a canonical transformation of arbitrary degree is that given in equation (1.1). This standard form, along with being physically more transparent, was useful in the special case of quadratic transformations in 22] to establish results concerning the unitary equivalence of such representations with the Fock representation. Though we do not prove such results here for transformations of arbitrary degree, we shall give necessary and su cient conditions for unitary, resp. quasi-, equivalence between Fock, coherent, and quasifree representations and representations of nite degree in Chapters IV and V.
3.2 Irreducibility of the Representation.
In this section we shall show that for bounded 2 L CCR , the corresponding representation of the CCR is irreducible. If is unbounded, then it can occur that is reducible. We begin with a technical lemma concerning the closability and continuity properties of 2 L CCR such that P 0 is the zero operator, i.e. such that the range of is orthogonal to the vacuum vector .
Note that this is true of each 2 L CCR , up to a linear transformation. Lemma 3.2.1. Let 2 L CCR with P 0 0. Then is closable and 2 L CCR . Furthermore, for any sequence ff n g n2IN D( ) such that f n ! f 2 D( ) and f n ! f as n ! 1, then the operators fe i (f n ) g n2IN converge strongly to e i (f) as n ! 1.
Proof. It will rst be shown that such are closable. Once again, it may be assumed that V D( ) and fJe k j k 2 INg D( ). Let fg n g in D( ) be a sequence such that g n = h n + Jh 0 n , with h n ; h 0 n 2 V , g n ! 0 and g n ! F, ' 2 Gg is contained in the domain of the strong graph limit of the sequence f (f n )g, and this strong graph limit is a symmetric and closed operator (see, e.g., Theorem VIII.27 in 24]). Furthermore, this strong graph limit acts upon the elements of this set as (f). As in the proof of Prop. 3. In other words, the set e ?iG G is contained in the domain of the strong graph limit of the sequence f (f n )g, and it acts upon this set as (f) = e ?iG (f)e iG . But G is a core for (f), so it follows that (f) is, in fact, the strong graph limit of f (f n )g. The nal assertion of the lemma then follows from Theorems VIII. 21 We wish to show that there do exist 2 L CCR such that is reducible.
To set this up properly, we rst prove the following lemma. We can now show that there exists a linear 2 L CCR such that is reducible. In fact, to each linear element of L CCR there corresponds a symplectic transformation, which is unbounded if is unbounded (see 26]). According to Lemma 3.2.3, we may restrict the domain of any unbounded symplectic transformation to a set which is still dense in H in such a manner that the range of the restriction is not dense in H. However, the representation induced by a symplectic transformation is irreducible if and only if the range of the symplectic operator is dense in H, as we shall see in the next chapter (Lemma 4.1).
We also wish to point out that Corollary 4.1.2 in 22] is false as stated; in particular, the claim of irreducibility does not follow. As discussed in 11], the argument sketch given in 22] tacitly assumed that is de ned on a proper standard basis, which certainly follows if = max , and hence also if is bounded, but which is not true in general. Florig also provides an example of a reducible quadratic representation (see Section 2.3 in 11]).
IV. Quasifree States and Linear Canonical Transformations
In this chapter we shall restrict our attention to quasifree states on A(H) and the associated representations. The notion of quasifree state was introduced by D.W. Robinson 27] in his study of the ground state of the Bose gas. It was shown in 18] that such (pure) states can be obtained by Bogoliubov transformations of a Fock state, hence making it clear that the class of representations (commonly called symplectic representations) studied by Segal 32] and Shale 33] , among others, essentially coincided with the quasifree representations. We wish to show that the GNS representation of any pure quasifree state is unitarily equivalent to one of the representations constructed in the previous chapter, for a suitable choice of V H and a linear 2 L CCR . The polynomial representations constructed globally under certain boundedness restrictions in 30] are clearly included in the representations of nite degree (special cases in the class constructed in Chapter III) discussed in more detail in Chapter V. Since it is evident that the coherent representations and, certainly, the quadratic representations of 22] are also subsumed in the class of representations presented in Chapter III, we see that our methods serve to unify the approaches to these various classes of representations, as well as to extend them to arbitrary degree.
To There is no loss of generality, since we do not assume that (f 1 ; f 2 ) = 0 (f 1 ; f 2 ) for f 1 ; f 2 In this chapter we restrict our attention to the computationally simpler canonical transformations of arbitrary but nite degree. 3 We provide necessary and su cient conditions on the mapping of nite degree so that the associated representation of the CCR is unitarily equivalent to a Fock, a coherent or a quasifree representation. As we show, these results contain the previously known conditions 33] 9] for the unitary equivalence of irreducible quasifree representations. The case of unitary equivalence with a quadratic representation is brie y indicated at the end of the chapter. We emphasize that when the conditions isolated in this chapter are violated, one has a representation of the CCR which can describe bosonic systems with in nitely many degrees of freedom manifesting physics di erent from that describable by the Fock, coherent, quasifree or quadratic representations.
De nition 5.1. Let L (n) CCR denote the set of elements of L CCR such that
Such elements and the corresponding canonical transformations and representations will be said to be of degree n. Using the equality (3.1.1) given above and the estimate (4.3.5) given in 22], the following lemma can be easily proven.
Lemma 5.2. There exist real constants C lm > 0 such that
for all ' l 2 R( P j l P j ) and ' m 2 R( P j m P j ). Therefore, the nite-particle vectors are contained in the domain of the eld operators (f), for all f 2 D( ), whenever 2 L (n) CCR . Another straightforward fact we shall need is given in the next lemma. 
We give a characterization of the existence of strong graph limits of sequences of eld operators in representations of degree n. Proof. Assume that the strong graph limit indicated exists (the other direction can be proven using the argument of Lemma 3.2.1). Since this limit is densely de ned, for arbitrary > 0 there exists a sequence f' m g m2IN such that both it and the sequence f (f m )' m g m2IN converge and such that k' m ? k 2 < , for all m 2 IN. Hence, the sequence fP 0 ' m g m2IN converges and one has kP 0 ' m k > 1 ? . One may therefore choose the sequence f' m g m2IN such that, in addition, one has P 0 ' m = , for all m 2 IN. There also exists a real constant C such that C C kl , for k; l 2n + 2, where the constants C kl are those evoked in Lemma 5.2, and thus
for arbitrary ' in the range of the projection Of course, also the sequence f P n j=0 P j (f m )' m g m2IN converges. Now consider the estimate (obtained using Lemma 5.3)
From this estimate, one sees that the boundedness of the sequence It is easy to see that the following lemma is true. We simply record it here for later reference.
Lemma 5.5. Let be a representation of a C -algebra A, fA n g a sequence of elements of A, and k a cardinal number. The strong graph limit of the operator sequence f (A n )g exists and is densely de ned if and only if the strong graph limit of the operator sequence fk (A n )g exists and is densely de ned, where k is the direct sum of k copies of .
We can nally prove our characterization of the quasi-equivalence of a representation of degree n with the original Fock representation J . This generalizes Theorem 4.1 in 22], which was restricted to the case n = 2. Of course, if is irreducible (see Theorem 3.2.2), then quasi-equivalence implies unitary equivalence. And next we give a characterization of the quasi-equivalence of a representation of degree n with a quasifree representation. One can then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 to nd suitable HilbertSchmidt conditions -one must simply modify (5.5) by the term ?a(Ue k ), resp., It may therefore be concluded that S + JSJ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Furthermore, the constant part of the eld operator 0 (f) is a bounded linear form, so by Lemma 5.8 it may be assumed without loss of generality that it is trivial. Thus, the representations and P 0 +P 1 are quasi-equivalent. ! 0 implies the convergence Tf n s ! 0, so that the strong graph limit of f (Tf n )g is 0. The assumed quasi-equivalence implies also that 0 is the strong graph limit of the sequence f (Tf n ) + l(f n )g. Appealing to Lemma 5.4, one concludes that also fl(f n )g converges to 0.
Assume now that the linear form l is bounded with respect to s 0 , so that l(f) = s 0 (g; f) for some element g in the completion of H 0 with respect to s 0 .
There exists a sequence fg n g H 0 converging to g with respect to s 0 ; hence the sequence fTg n g converges to some element h 2 H with respect to s. Then, It shall next be shown that e ic g = e il 0 (g) , for a suitable linear form l 0 : D( max ) 7 ! IR. But the equality e ic t 1 g e ic t 2 g = e ic (t 1 +t 2 )g implies e ic tg = e itk , for all t 2 IR and a suitable k 2 IR. Thus, it has been shown that U max (tg)U = max (tg) + tk1I ; in other words, If ff n g is a convergent sequence in V , then the strong graph limit of f (f n )g exists, so that also the strong graph limit of f (f n ) + l(f n )g exists. Therefore, the restriction of l to V is bounded. Set l k l(e k ' 2 G. Since G is a core for (f) (Lemma 3.1.2), it follows from Theorem VIII.27 of 24] that (f) is the strong graph limit of fA l (f)g l2IN .
With U x k U = x k + l k and p l (f) suitable polynomials of degree n ? 2, one sees therefore that the strong graph limit of U A l (f)U (i) (P 0 +P 1 ) and are quasi-equivalent.
(ii) The closure of the operator (1I ? P 0 ? P 1 ) is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Proof. (() Since P 1 is irreducible and since quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation, after applying a suitable linear transformation, it may be assumed that P 0 0 and P 1 0, and then Theorem 5.6 yields the quasi-equivalence of and . Let T j V = U jT j V j be the polar decomposition of the restriction T j V . By considering the quasifree quasi-equivalent representations j A(V ) and j A(V ), one may conclude that jT j V j ? 1I is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Since T is symplectic, one has (f; g) = 0, for all f; g 2 R(U), so that JR(U) R(U) ? . Let P : H 7 ! H, resp. Q : H 7 ! H, be the orthogonal projection onto R(U), resp. JR(U). Note that jT j V j is invertible, since for any 0 6 = f 2 H there exists a g 2 H such that (Tf; Tg) = (f; g) 6 = 0. Hence, one can de ne the In the counterpart to (5.4), one obtains the additional terms One may therefore conclude that the closure of the mapping ? (P 0 + P 1 ) is Hilbert-Schmidt, thus implying the quasi-equivalence of and (P 0 +P 1 ) and hence the quasi-equivalence of and (P 0 +P 1 ) .
A further immediate consequence is the following result. Proof. Under the given hypothesis, one has P 1 0. Thus, with Theorem 3.2.2, the stated assertions follow at once from the previous Theorem.
The results in this paper can be used to provide an alternative proof to a well-known criterion for the unitary equivalence of two pure quasifree states 33] 9]. Recall that pure quasifree states are Fock. In 11] are given necessary and su cient conditions so that two irreducible quadratic representations (see 22]) are unitarily equivalent. One could generalize that result in order to obtain necessary and su cient conditions so that an irreducible quadratic representation and an irreducible representation of nite degree are unitarily equivalent. But, as these conditions are not particularly transparent, we shall not present them here.
Finally, we mention that in this paper and in the previous ones, 26] 22], the choice of the complex structure, and thus the choice of the Fock representation, has been held xed. It is therefore of interest to point out that in 11] the unitary equivalence of two quadratic representations constructed from di erent Fock representations is characterized. Those arguments can also be generalized to the case of the representations of nite degree discussed in this chapter, but once again the conditions which emerge are not particularly edifying.
